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February 19, 2010 
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1 (800) 767-1750, Access Code: 16019 
 
 

1. Announcements:  
a. Open VA Optometry Staff Positions 

http://vaww1.va.gov/optometry/page.cfm?pg=35 
i. Dr. Horn comment.  The only one listed right now is Lake City, FL 

and it closes on April 20, 2010.  If anyone else has a position open, 
please contact her so it may be posted on the website. 

b. VHA Directive 2010-006, Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus 
(MRSA) Prevention Initiative 

i.  This policy is for the implementation of a standardized initiative to 
reduce methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus  transmissions and 
infections in populations served by VHA. 

c. IL 10-2010-003, Testing Veterans Health Administration Employees for 
Methicillin-Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) 

i.  This information letter addresses testing employees for Methicillin- 
resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) and is provided to assist 
staff at Veterans Health Administration (VHA) facilities in 
determining when employees should be tested. 

d. IL 10-2010-004, Mark Wolcott Awards for Clinical Excellence 
i.  This award program recognizes outstanding Veterans Health 

Administration (VHA) health care practitioners who are deserving of 
special recognition for their contributions in enhancing clinical care. 

ii.  Dr. Horn comment.  If you know of anyone who has excelled in 
clinical skills or leadership, please see attachment and nominate that 
individual; there is a $5,000 prize attached. 

e. VHA Office of Public Health & Environmental Hazards, H1N1 Influenza 
Advisories: http://vaww.vhaco.va.gov/pubhealth/swineflu/index.htm 

i. Dr. Horn comment.  Employees are eligible for the H1N1 
vaccination. 

 

2. Optometric Education Programs - Drs. Grimes/Messer –unavailable for comment. 
 

3. Optometry Field Advisory Committee - Dr. Horn – nothing new to report. 
 

4. Optometry Recruitment Representatives - Drs. Bennett/Gay 
a. Dr. Gay comment.  Their committee has been discussing ways to let others 

know about the benefits of optometry in the VA.  One way to accomplish 
this is to have a national contact list called The Optometry Recruitment 
Representative, similar to the current VISN mentor list.  They have a call 
for volunteers to recruit, so if you live near a university with a pre-
optometry club or an optometry school, they have resources available to 
use and for these volunteers to be a contact or liaison between this 



committee and those universities.  These volunteers would ultimately 
serve to give lectures and recruit current optometrists/optometry students 
into VAMC service.  If interested, please email Dr. Gay at 
dax.gay@va.gov.   

 

5. Infection Control/Reusable Medical Equipment Reprocessing - Drs. Horn/White 
a. Dr. Horn comment. Nothing new to report. 

 

6. Teleretinal Imaging Program - Drs. Selvin/Cavallerano–unavailable for comment. 
 

7. DoD/VA Vision Center of Excellence & Eye Injury Registry - Dr. Townsend – 
unavailable for comment. 

 

8. TBI Vision Rehabilitation - Drs. J. Kirby/Gagnon – unavailable for comment. 
 

9. Low Vision Rehabilitation - Drs. Fuhr/Gagnon/Mancil – unavailable for 
comment. 

                            

10. Optometry Quality Improvement - Dr. Norden 
a. Dr. Norden comment.  The current issues on the radar screen in 

Washington seem to be lack of OPPE mechanisms in the re-privileging 
and re-credentialing process for health care providers across the board.  
This is the result of OIG inspections and is now turning up in Joint 
commission inspections.  This issue will keep resurfacing in our individual 
stations.   

b. Another big issue on the radar is the practice of copying and pasting from 
previous exam notes and making it look like a new note.  You cannot copy 
and paste from a previous note and make it look like it is current, new 
data.  This has been showing up in OIG inspections.  This would be 
something you may want to include in your checklist when you do your 
chart reviews to make sure your clinicians are not inappropriately copying 
and pasting.   

i. Clarification, copying and pasting from an old record is 
appropriate if it is clear that information was gathered at a different 
time – remember to include the date the data was obtained as to not 
mislead anyone reading the information and thinking that data is 
new and the procedure was done that day.   

c. Another issue that came up at one of the field stations is the refrigeration 
of anesthetic eye drops.   

i. During some pharmacy pre-inspection preparations, there have 
been interpretation that anesthetic eye drops needed to be 
refrigerated at all times and another interpretation was that they 
were to be single –use only.  Most issues have to do with 
interpretations of the package inserts that are available.   

ii.  In one field station he had heard of, the pharmacy had called Alcon 
to ask about the need for refrigeration for Alcaine.  Alcon stated 
that the company would not stand behind the integrity of their 
product if it was not keep refrigerated – this can be interpreted a 
number of different ways.  If you read further into these package 
inserts, they explain that the reason for keeping these eye-drops 



refrigerated is to keep the product from discoloring and if it 
becomes discolored, discard it.   

iii.  Dr. Norden is continuing to investigate the wording on these 
inserts and continuing its discussion with Alcon on the 
interpretation of this wording.  If anyone is having problems at 
their station with this issue and feel Dr. Norden can help in any 
way, please contact him.  He stressed the fact that it all depends on 
your pharmacy/facility’s interpretation of what they are reading.   

d. Attached is a summary of more details regarding this issue from Dr. 
Norden.  

 

11. VA Systems Redesign/Wait Times - Drs. Belkin/Ficarra 
a. Dr. Ficarra comment.  Please remember that you need to pay attention to 

14 and 30 day wait times, and look at DSS to see where they are standing.   
b. In addition, missed opportunities are still a measure you need to keep 

working at.    
c. Also, make sure to pay attention to unused appointments and cancellation 

by station.  You do not want to cancel anyone within 30 days unless there 
is a good reason for it.   

d. Dr. Ficarra would strongly recommend you get involved with your local 
systems re-design ACA committee.   

 

12.  VA Research Announcements & Solitations - Dr. Mancil – unavailable for 
comment. 

              http://vaww.research.va.gov/news/announcements/default.cfm 
              http://vaww.research.va.gov/funding/solicitations/default.cfm#All_ORD 
 

13.  VHA Optometry Service Websites - Drs. Cordes/Ficarra/Hamilton 
a. Dr. Ficarra comment.  The old website will disappear on Feb 28, 2010.  

The new website has all the pages, but not all the links or documents are 
there yet.  He is currently finishing the accreditation and certification 
effort, which will be completed early next week.   

i. Dr. Hamilton and Dr. Cordes have been trained and are working on 
the re-creation of the webpage.  The new website will not look 
exactly like the old website, but all the content will be the same 
and be available.   

b. As far as the other 2 directories, they will be available as soon as the re-
accreditation and certification is complete.   

 

14.  VA Optometry Service Directory - Drs. Egusa/Lim/Pewitt 
a. Dr. Pewitt comment.  Everything is going well.   Please keep sending 

updates to the committee and as soon as everything gets transferred to the 
new website, the directories will be available in the new format. 

 

15.  VA Residency Trained Optometrist Directory - Dr. Wang 
a. Dr. Wang comment.  She is continuing to send out the open positions and 

registering residency trained optometrists for the directory. 
 

16.  AFOS Report - Dr. Wasik – not available for comment. 
 
 



17.  NAVAO Report - Drs. Kawasaki/Storer 
a. Dr. Storer comment.  Dr. Kawasaki has been on a post appointment stand-

down leave period and returns on Feb 23, 2010.   
 

b. The big project, currently, is finishing the dues renewal, which has been 
complicated by the change-over in website providers, so they have 
extended the deadline for membership renewal.  The new deadline is Feb 
28, 2010.   Please visit the website http://www.navao.org.  The first 
paragraph will have a green CLICK HERE for existing members link 
which will bring you to the renewal form.  This form takes you to the 
PayPal website to pay dues.  If you have any problems with this process, 
please contact them.  


